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Kay Adamson, Glasgow Caledonian University--Replicating Nineteenth Century America? French Objectives in Algeria during the Second Napoleonic Empire and Their Contemporary Relevance

Hossein Akhavi-Pour, Hamline University--Causes and Consequences of Changes in the Financial Means of Transactions in Iran

Ozge Akinci, Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey--Modeling the Demand for Real Currency Issued in Turkey

Zelal Aktas and Neslihan Kaya, Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey--Optimal Policy Rules for Inflation Targeting With and Without High Debt and Risk Premium

Parvin Alizadeh, Denison University--Financial deepening and economic growth in Iran, Turkey, and Egypt

Peren Arin, Massey University--Market Size and Market Structure: Evidence from Turkey

Hamza Alsalem, Clark University--Domestic Money Market Disequilibrium and the Demand for Foreign Reserves: The Case of Oil-exporting Countries

C. Bülent Aybar, Southern New Hampshire University--Political Economy of Privatization Revisited: An Assessment of Turkish Privatization in Light of Recent Economic and Political Dynamics.

Ahmet Faruk Aysan, University of Maryland College Park--Ibn Khaldun's Perspective on Failure to Reform and an Alternative Approach to Understand His Contributions to Modern Economics

Fatma Bircan and Ayşet Tansel, Middle East Technical University--Private Tutoring In Turkey

Fatma El-Hamidi, University of Pittsburgh--General or Vocational? Evidence on School Choice and Returns from Egypt

Nuray Güner, Middle East Technical University, Zeynep Önder, Bilkent University, and Seza Dansoglu Rhoades, Middle East Technical University--The “Champions” and the “Dark Horses” of FDI: What Country Characteristics Attract?

Nader Kabbani, American University of Beirut--Measuring Hunger and Food Insecurity in Yemen

Almila Karasoy, Kürişat Kunter, and Vuslat Us, Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey--Optimal Monetary Policy Rules under Inflation Targeting: The Turkish Case

Zahra Karimi Moughari, University of Mazandaran--The Share of Women in Iranian Labor Market
Ali M. Khalil, University of Amman--A Cross Section Estimate of Translog Production Functions: Jordanian Manufacturing Industry


Nagla Rizk, The American University in Cairo--The Information Revolution and the Industrial Revolution: Today’s Egypt in the Shadow of the Past

Ward Sayre, Agnes Scott College--The Causes and Consequences of Palestinian Wage Inequality during the Oslo Period 1995-2001

Pål Sletten, Fafo Institute for Applied Social Science--Iraqi Labor Market after the War

Ayca Tekin-Koru, Oregon State University--Corruption: Catalyst or Barrier to FDI? Evidence from Turkey

Jehad Yasin and Khaled Sartawi, Fort Valley State University--Economic Determinants of Fertility in the Middle East Countries

Tarik M. Yousef, Georgetown University--Development, Growth and Policy Reform in the Middle East and North Africa since 1950